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Everyone knows (or thinks they know) who Jesus is. Whether they go to church, used to go to

church, or would never go to church, everyone has a pretty good idea who Jesus is based on the

disingenuous ways Christianity has been practiced. Have we encountered Jesus, or something

else? Are we His followers, or something else?
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OMGoodness!! I LOVE this book! It is filled with humor, yet it convicts you at the same time. The

writing style is awesome. It's as if the writer is having a conversation with you. People often came

into my cubicle at work to see what I was laughing about. It was the perfect opportunity to tell them

about the book AND minister to them about Jesus.While reading this book you'll often find yourself

saying, "WOW!! That's SO me!" It's highly recommended!

This book is amazing! It's for sure hilarious, and it especially allows you to reevaluate your walk

whether you are a "babe in Christ", adolescent, young adult, old adult, usher, P&W leader, deacon,

pastor or bishop lol.My family has a designated prayer time where we all call in and pray as a family



every night. I bought the book and told my family about it so they all purchased books and the study

guide. We now have our Comfortable Christianity bible study every Monday night. It has been

PHENOMENAL!! Thank you so much for allowing God to use you!Peace and blessings!

This is a well written book and it really made me examine myself. I bought one and sent two to

friends. It never gets boring and is chock full of verses to call us to action. My teenager even liked

the book.

This is an amazing book and study guide for anyone seeking a deeper realization of their faith! A

mix of satire and reflection really makes this book an awesome read and the guide really helps in

understanding your own faith walk. Love it!

I'm good at reading but I just hate doing it. This book had kept my interest. I'm finishing a book in

record time. Puts it in a perspective that you'd understand but would never have thought of yourself.

I read this book in March and its message still sticks with me. I could hardly put it down and wanted

all my friends to read it. Caleb is an articulate writer and excellent story teller. He connects with

young people, immigrants, and especially children of clergy. He conveys his own experience to

show us in essence you cant sin in moderation, which is the advice secular people give to justify

behavior "Everything in moderation". Thanks for sharing your testimony Caleb and I love your

instagram memes.

This book did not disappoint. I enjoyed the writer's style as it did not come across as overtly

"preachy" but rather conversational, informative, and thought provoking.Recently on a road trip to

visit family, I volunteered my 11 yr old son (riding shotgun) to do the narration while I drove.

Occasionally we'd pause on a page to discuss the topic that was just read. We both enjoyed the

"Comfort Counselor's Tips" that not only entertained, but also convicted our own comfortable

Christian spirits.The one about taping a bible verse to a can of beans then rolling it to a homeless

person as a form of witnessing...HILARIOUS!The one about having a DVR to fast forward through

those uncomfortable feed the needy world hunger commercials...GUILTY!The others?? Well, you'll

just have to buy the book to pick your own favorites...All in all, it was a very interesting take on a call

to action, but it works! I believe this book will achieve its intended purpose by not only inspiring but

facilitating change."Greatness isn't a birthright. It's the realization of our potential, which is then



directed to a transformation" -Caleb Seifu

Is there such a thing as 'palatable conviction' because this book achieves it. Mr. Seifu writes with

conviction & depth much like that of those he sites (A.W. Tozer & C.S. Lewis) in this very

uncomfortable but addictive read. The humor added provides a nice cushion for the spiritual bricks

that fall from the truth & perspective given in this book. I definitely think this is a book everyone

should read, whether you're a Christian or not. As a Christian you will find it a challenge to overlook

2 Corinthians 13:5 as 'Comfortable Christianity' challenges us to make it a lifestyle priority. If you are

not a Christian, you will find this book will give you some insight on the true heart of Jesus that

unfortunately on occasion, has been poorly represented. Holiness awaits the Christian & salvation

awaits those who aren't, in this book that is easily one of the most offensive & equally encouraging

books I've ever read. I highly recommend this book. If you are on the fence about buying it, don't be.

It is an investment you'll be glad you made.
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